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Protein identifications, instead of peptide-spectrum matches, constitute the biologically
relevant result of shotgun proteomics studies. How to appropriately infer and report
protein identifications has triggered a still ongoing debate. This debate has so far suf-
fered from the lack of appropriate performance measures that allow to objectively assess
protein inference approaches.
This study describes an intuitive, generic and yet formal performance measure and
demonstrates how it enables experimentalists to select an optimal protein inference
strategy for a given collection of fragment ion spectra. We applied the performance
measure to systematically explore the benefit of excluding possibly unreliable protein
identifications, such as single hit wonders. Therefore, we defined a family of protein
inference engines, by extending a simple inference engine by thousands of pruning vari-
ants, each excluding a different specified set of possibly unreliable identifications. We
benchmarked these protein inference engines on several datasets representing different
proteomes and mass spectrometrical platforms. Optimally performing inference engines
retained all high confidence spectral evidence, without posterior exclusion of any type
of protein identifications.
Despite the diversity of studied datasets consistently supporting this rule, other datasets
might behave differently. In order to ensure maximal reliable proteome coverage for
datasets arising in other studies, we advocate to abstain from rigid protein inference
rules, like exclusion of single hit wonders, and instead to consider several protein infer-
ence approaches and to assess these with respect to the presented performance measure
in the specific application context.
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1 Introduction
A fundamental goal of mass spectrometry based proteomics is to determine the true protein compo-
sition of biological samples. Protein inference denotes the task of recovering the protein identities
from the fragment ion spectra acquired in the course of shotgun proteomics experiments. Assess-
ment of protein inference methods so far suffered from the lack of a generally applicable performance
criterion that takes protein identification reliability into account. We extend the statistical vali-
dation framework Mayu [29] to define such a criterion and apply it to benchmark a family of
prototypical protein inference approaches.
Protein inference is a task that arises in the context of shotgun proteomics experiments [2, 11]. In
their simplest implementation, proteins are first extracted from their biological source, subjected
to enzymatic digestion, yielding a complex peptide mixture that is analyzed by liquid chromatog-
raphy tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS). Fragment ion spectra are acquired after stochastic
or directed precursor ion selection [32]. More elaborate strategies augment this workflow by addi-
tional fractionation steps at the level of proteins/peptides before LC-MS/MS analysis. These steps
give rise to a set of peptide fragment ion spectra that constitute the raw data to infer the proteins
present in the biological source.
Interpretation of the spectral data consists of first matching the fragment ion spectra to their cor-
responding peptide sequences (peptide spectrum matching) and second to integrate these results
to infer the set of proteins initially present in the biological sample (protein inference) [26]. See
also Fig. 1. These steps are typically automated due to the vast amount of spectra generated in
the course of contemporary shotgun proteomics approaches.
Peptide-spectrum matches are typically generated using one of the many available search engines,
e.g. [14, 27, 9]. Search engines map fragment ion spectra to the best matching peptide sequence
in the protein database of the studied organism [25]. Various statistical measures, such as false
discovery rates [4], have been derived to account for possibly incorrect peptide-spectrum matches
[6]. In this context the target-decoy strategy has recently grown very popular since it is simple to
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implement and compatible with all currently used search engines [23, 13].
Protein inference uses peptide-spectrum matches to infer the identities of proteins initially present
in the biological source [26]. A protein identification comprises an assembly of supporting peptide-
spectrum matches. Protein inference engines integrate possibly redundant spectral evidence to
compile a set of protein identifications that are expected to be correct, i.e. contain at least one cor-
rect peptide-spectrum match. The more complex a proteome the more frequently peptide-spectrum
matches turn out to ambiguously map to several protein entries, e.g. protein splice variants. It is
common practice to circumvent this issue by effectively reducing a protein identification to a gene
locus identification in case of ambiguity (“gene locus inference”)[1, 5, 3, 34]. More sophisticated
protein inference engines though implement statistical or algorithmic approaches to disambiguate
peptide-spectrum matches where required [24, 31, 16, 30, 36, 28, 37]. After having applied an
inference engine, it is common practice to exclude possibly unreliable protein identifications, such
as single hit protein identifications. There has been considerable debate about whether this kind
of post-processing enhances protein inference [18, 17].
Protein identifications are not perfect since peptide-spectrum matches can be spurious. Errors at
the level of peptide-spectrum matches though propagate non-trivially to the level of protein identi-
fications. While error rate estimation for peptide-spectrum matches is well established [6], several
attempts have been made to control protein identification error rates throughout. Besides their
inference functionality, most protein inferences engines also estimate error rates based on probabili-
ties of individual peptide-spectrum matches being wrong [24, 31, 16, 28]. It turns out, however, that
this kind of approach does not scale well with dataset size [29]. Another approach estimates the
number of incorrect protein identifications assuming that false positive peptide-spectrum matches
distribute according to a Poisson distribution across the protein database. [1, 35]. The estimates
from such models though give ambiguous estimates depending on assumptions regarding single hit
protein identifications. Simple target-decoy approaches, estimating the number of false positive
protein identifications by the number of decoy identifications [25, 28, 37, 18], have shown to be
biased towards too pessimistic estimates [29]. Considering the limitations of the latter approaches,
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none of these techniques qualifies as a general purpose method to control protein identification
error rates for datasets of different quality and size. To close this gap, we recently proposed the
Mayu approach that appropriately adapted the target-decoy strategy to the protein inference task
and achieved accurate, independently validated protein identification false discovery rates (i.e. the
expected proportion of incorrect among all accepted identifications) for a range of diverse datasets
differing in size, underlying proteome and experimental setting [29].
The literature does not provide a starting point to decide which protein inference engine to choose
for a particular application scenario (in contrast to the rich literature about search engine com-
parisons, see e.g.[19]). Specifically, none of the studies presenting a novel protein inference engine
[24, 31, 16, 28] reports identification performance by means of a thorough benchmark against at
least one baseline method. Instead each study shows that its approach is to some extent able to
recover protein identities from different kinds of datasets, i.e. artificial, well characterized protein
mixtures comprising at most dozens of sufficiently abundant proteins and real world complex whole
proteome mixtures. A single study ([28]) shows results of a competing approach ([24]). This study
lacks, however, a systematic benchmark with a sensible performance measure.
Typically performance of a protein inference engine is positively correlated with the number of
protein identifications attributed to the respective engine. In this context, protein inference per-
formance is sensibly measured by specifying the number of correct and incorrect protein identifica-
tions, i.e. by not only counting the total number of protein identifications but by also considering
identification specificity. In the case of an artificial protein mixture, identification performance
is easily measured since the protein composition is known and identifications are therefore triv-
ially recognized as true or false positive. In the real world case, identification performance is not
straightforward to measure since the true protein composition of the test sample is not known.
As delineated before, it is has been only partially understood how to count the number of correct
and incorrect protein identifications in this case until recently [29] and therefore protein inference
engine performance has only been reasonably approximated and reported for scenarios that do not
reflect the heterogeneity and size of contemporary shotgun proteomics datasets [24, 31, 16, 28].
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The present study contributes a sensible and generic performance measure that enables to easily
benchmark protein inference engines (Fig. 1). This measure evaluates the number of true and
the proportion of false positives in a particular set of protein identifications. We show that these
numbers can be easily and generically estimated on the basis of protein false discovery rates [29]
(Supplementary Figure 1). We apply this performance measure to compare a family of widely used
protein inference engines. This family is based on the popular “gene locus inference” approach [1, 5,
3, 34] . For this base protein inference engine we additionally study the impact of post-processing
schemes related to the exclusion of protein identifications subsets featuring low spectral counts.
We report a target-decoy strategy for local false discovery rates [12] to quantify the reliability of
various protein identification subsets. In order to systematically study the exclusion of protein
identifications after applying one of the base inference engines, we introduce the concept of a
selection scheme that formally characterizes properties of a subset of protein identifications (Fig.
2). By systematically varying selection schemes we effectively benchmark thousands of different
variants of the base protein inference engine (Fig. 1). Finally, we apply the benchmark strategy to
compare “gene locus inference” with ProteinProphet. For the largest reported shotgun proteomics
dataset for C. elegans [34] we find that “gene locus inference” without any further pruning achieves
the highest performance.
2 Material and Methods
2.1 Spectral data and data processing
This study covers three different data sets from studies varying in MS instrumentation and under-
lying organism. All studies were based on multidimensional fractionation techniques and comprised
samples from Caenorhabditis elegans (1,305 LC-MS/MS runs, 5,897,279 fragment ion spectra) [34],
Leptospira interrogans (24 LC-MS/MS runs, 60518 fragment ion spectra [33]), and Schizosaccha-
romyces pombe (16 LC-MS/MS runs, 40407 fragment ion spectra, manuscript in prep.). The first
data set has been acquired on a low resolution LTQ instrument, the latter two were acquired on
a high mass accuracy LTQ-FT instrument. The C. elegans proteome data are available on Pep-
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tideAtlas [10]. We searched each data set against a target-decoy database with Turbo Sequest [14]
and Sequest on a Sorcerer machine (SorcererTM-SEQUEST R©, 3.10.4 release). The search results
were processed using the Trans-Proteomic Pipeline [20] to the level of PeptideProphet [21]. The
resulting pepXML files were then further analyzed with the Mayu software. If a peptide existed
in more than one protein sequence the hit was associated with one protein representing the gene
locus or in case of ties to the alphabetically first entry of the protein database (“gene locus identifi-
cation”) [34]. We performed all the database searches using a concatenated target-decoy database
[13]. As target database for the C. elegans data set we chose wormpep170 (WormBase). For the
L. interrogans data set we used NC 005824 (National Center for Biotechnology Information), and
for the S. pombe data set we used 78.S pombe (European Bioinformatics Institute). As decoy
databases we used the reversed sequences of the target database.
2.2 Protein identification false discovery rates with Mayu
We used Mayu to estimate false discovery rates for protein identifications. Mayu is a statisti-
cal validation tool that is applied after having performed protein inference, e.g. after having run
gene locus inference or ProteinProphet. Specifically, Mayu takes the result of protein inference,
i.e. a list of target/decoy protein identifications as input and estimates the false discovery rate
of those identifications mapping to the target database. The estimation procedure from the input
identification procedures is detailed in [29]. Briefly, Mayu extends the target-decoy approach to
estimate false discovery rates for peptide-spectrum matches to protein identifications. Starting
off with the list of protein identifications supplied by the protein inference engine, Mayu esti-
mates protein false discovery rates from the counts of identifications mapping to the target- and
to the decoy database by means of a hypergeometric model. Instead of simply estimating the
expected number of false positive protein identifications as the number of decoy identifications
[25, 28, 37, 18], this model additionally corrects for a class of true positive identifications that
are supported by both spurious and correct peptide-spectrum matches. The validity of this ap-
proach and the accuracy of its false discovery estimates have been confirmed by various statis-
tical and experimental approaches [29]. For a benchmark of Mayu using a defined protein stan-
dard mix ([22], see Supplementary Figure 1). The current Mayu implementation is available at
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http://tools.proteomecenter.org/wiki/index.php?title=Software:Mayu and takes a list of score an-
notated target/decoy peptide/protein identifications as input. Mayu supports several data formats,
such as pepXML or Mascot csv files. Mayu processes this input to estimate protein false discovery
rates for identification sets filtered according to user defined score thresholds. Mayu’s main output
consists of a csv table reporting several statistics for the identification sets. Amongst other statis-
tics, the total number of protein identifications, their false discovery rate and respective number
of expected true positive protein identifications are reported. These statistics are either directly
used to evaluate protein inference performance or supplied to evaluate local false discovery rates
for pruning strategies (see section 2.3).
2.3 Local false discovery rates for protein identification subsets
Local false discovery rates can be used to quantify the reliability of subsets of protein identification
supplied by a protein inference engine. We use simple properties, such as number of supporting
peptide-spectrum matches, to characterize protein identification subsets. More generally, we use an
individual property Y to split the complete set of protein identifications into subsets, each featuring
the same property value (e.g. single hits) and to measure their quality by local false discovery rates
FDR(y) [12]. By definition of local false discovery rates we can write
FDR(y) =
P (y | fp) · P (fp)
P (y)
(1)
While y corresponds to the property value of a single identification, fp denotes the identification
to be false positive. FDR(y) thus corresponds to P (fp) scaled by the ratio of P (y | fp) to P (y).
Calculation of FDR(y) requires to specify the distributions P (y | fp), P (fp) and P (y). P (y) can
be estimated with its empirical distribution defined by all protein identifications mapping to the
target database. Recalling that protein identifications mapping to the decoy database are false
positive by definition, P (y | fp) can be approximated analogously by its empirical distribution
defined by all decoy protein identifications. The protein identification false-discovery rate for the
complete identification set is straightforwardly estimated with Mayu (for details please see [29])
and provides an estimate for the prior P (fp), finally allowing to estimate the local false discovery
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rate by plugging in the latter estimates.
2.4 Protein identification selection schemes
Pruning unreliable (or selecting reliable) protein identifications after having run a protein inference
engine is a popular postprocessing procedure to enrich for correct identifications. We use selection
schemes to characterize (presumably high quality) protein identification subsets that we wish to
report in the final identification list. A very simple selection scheme could for instance character-
ize the subset of all non-single hit protein identifications and the single-hit identifications whose
peptide-spectrum matches score higher than any decoy match.
Generally, we introduce the notion of a selection scheme to formally express postprocessing iden-
tifcation selection rules of the form: accept single hits with PSM FDR lower than 0.1%, accept
double hits with PSM FDR lower than 0.2%, accept triple hits with PSM FDR lower than 1%,
.... , where ”with PSM FDR” is shorthand for ”supported by peptide-spectrum matches with
false discovery rate”. Formally, a selection scheme is characterized by a sequence of peptide-
spectrum match false discovery rate m1,m2,m3, .... The selection scheme considers those pro-
tein identifications which are supported by at least i peptide-spectrum matches that map to the
peptide-spectrum match set with false discovery rate less than mi. In the forgoing example we
would have m1 = 0.1%,m2 = 0.2%,m3 = 1%. Selection schemes thus allow us to define protein
identification sets where protein identifications evidenced by very few high confidence peptide-
spectrum matches and protein identifications supported by a large number of lower confidence
peptide-spectrum matches. For an illustration see also Fig. 2.
2.5 Screening and false discovery rate evaluation of selection schemes
For our selection scheme screening we consider false discovery rate thresholds for single-, double-,
triple-, quadruple-, quintuple- and sextuple hits or higher order protein identifications. We exhaus-
tively enumerate all selection schemes for the respective false discovery thresholds m1, ...,m6,m>6
allowing each to assume a value from a panel of twelve thresholds (0%, 0.01%, 0.02%, 0.03%,
0.04%, 0.05%, 0.1%, 0.15%, 0.2%, 0.25%, 0.3% or 0.35%). Considering that a sensible selection
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scheme filters protein identifications with less spectral support more stringently (mi ≤ mj , i ≤ j),
this screening considers 12376 different selection schemes. The protein identification false discovery
rate for a set of protein identifications obtained by a specific selection scheme is determined as
their local false discovery rate estimate (see section 2.3). This protein identification false discovery
rate estimate straightforwardly translates into an estimate for the expected number of true positive
protein identifications since the total number of identifications is known. We consider a selection
scheme optimal with respect to a chosen protein identification false discovery rate if its respective
protein identification set maximizes the expected number of true positive protein identifications.
2.6 Protein inference engine performance & benchmark
For the protein inference engine benchmark we assume that for each competitor the (target-decoy)
identification results are available in terms of an identification list. We measure performance of
each competing approach by evaluating the absolute number of true positive identifications and
the respective proportion of false positives, i.e. the false discovery rate. Since the total number
of identifications is trivially given by the length of a protein identification list it is sufficient to
estimate the false discovery rate in order to complete the performance measure. We estimate the
false discovery rate directly with Mayu [29]. In case the competitors inference strategy involves a
pruning step according to a selection scheme, the proportion of false positives is estimated as local
false discovery rate as described in the preceding section.
Most inference engines assign a score to each protein identification and therefore produce a series
of protein identifications with increasing size and false discovery rate. Assessing this series of
identification sets yields a response curve that characterizes the performance of the inference engine
across the whole spectrum of false discovery rates. In summary, competitors can now be sensibly
ranked according to the amount of true positive identifications at a user defined false discovery
rate. See also Fig. 1.
3 Results
In the following we investigate the quantitative impact of certain properties on protein identifica-
tions reliability, such as sequence length and spectral support of protein identifications. We go on
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and demonstrate the application of our generic protein inference performance measure to systemat-
ically benchmark “gene locus inference” in conjunction with a multitude of selection schemes based
on spectral support. We conclude by extending the benchmark by the more sophisticated protein
inference engine ProteinProphet.
3.1 Local false discovery rates for protein identification subsets
To date, deciding on the final set of protein identifications in a given proteomics dataset is frequently
based on heuristic criteria supposed to enrich for valid identifications. A widely used strategy filters
for protein identifications whose peptide-spectrum matches score above a certain threshold. More
stringent strategies furthermore require a valid protein identification to be composed of a minimal
number of supporting peptide-spectrum matches (e.g., neglect all single hits) . There have been
substantial debates about the validity of such criteria to compile protein identification sets from
large datasets.
To determine whether removal of particular subsets of protein identifications improves the quality
of the remaining identifications, we estimated local false discovery rates for identification subsets.
These subsets were characterized by a certain property (e.g. supported by single hits) expected
to have an impact on the quality of protein identifications (Fig. 3). We studied the effect of
three properties that were expected to have an impact on the quality of protein identifications.
Specifically, we explored the effects of protein sequence length in terms of amino acids, number
of peptide-spectrum matches supporting the protein identification (number of supporting peptide-
spectrum matches) and peptide-spectrum match alignment type.
In a first step we generated local false discovery rate estimates for protein identification sets char-
acterized by protein sequence length (Fig. 3a-c). Increasing protein sequence length is expected
to amplify false discovery rate since false positive peptide-spectrum matches map to the database
by chance and therefore are more likely to map to larger proteins. Our local false discovery rate
estimates clearly confirm this expectation. The local false discovery rate for proteins of for instance
sequence length 400 is two fold higher than for proteins with sequence length 100 using a peptide-
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spectrum matches false discovery rate cutoff of 0.01. We find a similar though not so pronounced
trend for smaller datasets, i.e. subsets of the complete C. elegans dataset.
We went on to study protein identification sets characterized by a varying number of supporting
peptide-spectrum matches (Fig. 3d-f). Note that a protein identification with one supporting
peptide can be supported by several peptide-spectrum matches. As expected, we found that the
confidence in a protein identification scales with the number of peptide-spectrum matches support-
ing it. We observed impressively high false discovery rate for protein identifications only supported
by a single peptide-spectrum match (single hits) in the complete dataset, exceeding 0.65 for a
presumably stringent peptide-spectrum match false discovery rate of 0.01. Even protein identifi-
cations being apparently approved by two peptide-spectrum matches complying with a cutoff of
0.01 featured false discovery rate of 0.4. While not being so pronounced, we encounter a similar
situation for smaller subsets of the C. elegans datasets. The discrepancy between false discovery
rate of peptide-spectrum matches and corresponding protein identifications was most pronounced
for the subset of single hits. These results confirm a similar discrepancy estimated by other (not
so generically applicable) methods, such as validation with synthetic peptides [29], considering de-
viations in measured and predicted isoelectric point [29] or manual curation [17].
In order to elucidate the influence of the peptide-spectrum match distribution along the sequence
of a given protein identification, we categorize protein identifications according to the peptide-
spectrum match alignment type score PAT. PAT splits the set of protein identifications into those
being composed of either one, two, three or more peptide-spectrum matches. Subsets of identifi-
cations containing two or three identifications are further split into cases where peptide-spectrum
matches either redundantly map to the same peptide or not. PAT can thus adopt seven differ-
ent values, each representing a different arrangement of peptide-spectrum matches along a protein
sequence (Fig. 3g-i). Besides observing the trend towards lower false discovery rates for larger
spectral support, it is particularly interesting to compare false discovery rates for different PAT
scores within the set of protein identifications composed of either two or three peptide-spectrum
matches. For combinatorial reasons, it is to be expected that the least redundant alignment of
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peptide-spectrum matches is most likely to happen by chance and therefore to yield the largest
false discovery rate. The false discovery rate estimates confirm this expectation for less stringent
peptide-spectrum match cutoffs (> 0.006). Surprisingly, for more conservative cutoffs we observe a
transition to the opposite. In order to explain this trend, it is useful to distinguish two types of false
positive peptide-spectrum matches, those that originate from frequently occurring entities not be-
ing present in target or decoy database (e.g. unconsidered modified peptides, chemical impurities)
and others whose sources are less frequent entities. We assume that the former group contributes
to high scoring false positive peptide-spectrum matches to a larger extent than the latter. Since
the same entity is supposed to give rise to similar spectra for each occurrence, it reproducibly
maps falsely to the same peptide sequence, consequently making sense to the overrepresentation of
redundant alignment types for the more stringently selected peptide-spectrum matches.
In summary, we found that the investigated protein identification properties are powerful indica-
tors of protein identification quality and therefore represent a promising starting point to selectively
prune protein identification sets in large to very large datasets to enrich for valid protein identifi-
cations.
3.2 Pruning protein identifications does not enhance protein inference
The foregoing analysis suggests that consequently excluding single hits might enrich for correct
protein identifications (Fig. 4a, w/o single hits). However, it might be more beneficial to se-
lectively retain high quality (very low false discovery rate) single hits (Fig. 4a, w/o uncertain
single hits). In order systematically assess such kind of hypotheses, we introduced the notion of a
selection scheme. A selection scheme formally characterizes which protein identifications obtained
from a protein inference engine to select as an entry reported in the final list of identifications
(for details see section 2.4, Fig. 2). We constructed a multitude of (possibly more involved)
selection schemes that retain protein identifications with varying spectral quality depending on the
number of supporting peptide-spectrum matches. We demonstrated how to assess and compare
these selection schemes by means of our generic protein inference performance measure.
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We systematically searched for optimal selection schemes, i.e. selection schemes that maximized
the number of expected true positive protein identifications for a desired false discovery rate. On
the basis of the result of “gene locus inference”, 12376 different selection schemes were analyzed in
the course of this benchmark. Regardless of the desired protein identification false discovery rate,
optimal selection schemes turned out to be the ones that consider all high quality peptide-spectrum
matches, irrespective of the “number of supporting peptide-spectrum matches” property (Fig. 4a,
optimal). For instance, the optimal protein identification set featuring protein false discovery rate
of 0.015 is compiled from the complete set of peptide-spectrum matches with false discovery rate of
0.0005. All other selection schemes were inferior. In particular our results clearly ruled out selec-
tion schemes that consequently neglected single hits, as well as selection schemes that selectively
included protein identifications supported by a large number of low confidence peptide-spectrum
matches (Fig. 4b).
The forgoing result is confirmed for other datasets. We performed the same analysis for two other
datasets from multidimensional fractionation experiments acquired for the bacterium L. interro-
gans (24 LC-MS/MS runs, Fig. 5a) and for the eukaryote S. pombe (16 LC-MS/MS runs, Fig.
5b). Selection schemes considering all spectral evidence up to a certain quality achieved optimal
performance according to the before introduced measure. Instead, selection schemes consequently
neglecting single hits exhibited significantly lowered performance.
In summary, selection schemes considering all peptide-spectrum matches, including those giving
rise to the less reliable single hits, turned out to be optimal for diverse datasets. However, peptide-
spectrum matches have to be selected much more carefully than appreciated so far, in order to
achieve reasonable protein identification false discovery rate for datasets of large size.
3.3 Simple protein inference engines show competitive performance
We compared “gene locus inference” and its selection scheme variants to ProteinProphet on the
datasets for C. elegans (Fig. 4a), L. interrogans (Fig. 5a) and S. pombe (Fig. 5b).
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In order to ensure a fair comparison we analyzed the degree of parsimony for “gene locus inference”
and ProteinProphet (see also Discussion). For each inference engine we computed a parsimony
score, i.e. the ratio of the number of actually reported protein identifications and the lowest possible
number of protein identifications explaining all identified peptides (see also Supplementary Mate-
rial). The results showed that for all datasets and over the range of considered protein identification
false discovery rates parsimony scores were practically identical and consistently evaluating around
1.02 for both “gene locus inference” and ProteinProphet. In summary, both approaches achieve the
same almost maximal degree of parsimony and can therefore sensibly compared as described above.
We observed that “gene locus inference” without any pruning performs clearly better over the com-
plete range of reasonable protein identification false discovery rates for the larger C. elegans dataset.
In this situation, ProteinProphet is also inferior to the single hit exclusion schemes for small false
discovery rates, though outperforms these for less stringent identification quality requirements. For
the comparably smaller datasets for the other organisms ProteinProphet though achieves optimal
performance (according to our protein FDR based measure).
At a first glance it might be surprising that a simple protein inference strategy like “gene locus
inference” (see also Methods) outperforms a sophisticated inference engine like ProteinProphet
when confronted with a large dataset. Considering that ProteinProphet effectively implements
a probabilistically motivated selection scheme this result is though consistent with the forgoing
analysis. To see this, consider ProteinProphet’s probabilistic model that is supposed to also recover
proteins that are redundantly evidenced by less reliable fragment ion spectra and to penalize single
hit wonders stronger the more multiple hit identifications are present. This situation is particularly
extreme in a large dataset like the one studied here. In the previous analysis, we systematically
assessed all reasonable selection schemes for the complete C. elegans dataset and proved them all to
be inferior to the simple “gene locus inference” without any further pruning. These results suggest
that, at least for large datasets like the C. elegans dataset, low quality spectra do not contribute
novel protein identifications and potentially mislead approaches that aim to exploit them as an
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additional information source.
4 Discussion
This work systematically assesses how pruning unreliable protein identification subsets affects pro-
tein inference performance. An exploratory study aimed at investigating possibly unreliable protein
identifications subsets. We assessed reliability by means of local false discovery rates. We further
studied whether pruning such unreliable protein identifications is beneficial for protein inference
performance. Therefore we first introduced the concept of selection schemes to enable a systematic
enumeration of thousands of conceivable pruning strategies (Fig. 2, Methods). In a second step
we introduced a performance measure that allowed to generically compare the protein inference
results obtained by each of the many pruning strategies. This measure evaluates the number of
correct identifications and the involving false discovery rate. We applied this measure to benchmark
pruning strategies defined by selection schemes computed for protein identifications obtained by
the “gene locus inference” approach on a variety of shotgun proteomics datasets.
We studied the influence of various protein identification properties on identification false discovery
rates. We observed that the number of peptide-spectrum matches supporting a protein identifi-
cation has a severe impact on the identifications reliability. We therefore focused our subsequent
pruning strategies on this property. The generic concept of selection schemes though also lends
itself to define pruning strategies based on other protein identification properties, such as protein
length. Future studies might benefit from incorporating these, too.
Our results confirm a recently appeared study that advocates to retain single hit wonders instead
of discarding them [18] since these typically comprise many correct identifications. Here we studied
these two pruning strategies among thousands of other strategies defined by the selection schemes.
We could consistently rule out all conceivable pruning strategies to improve protein inference perfor-
mance. While our heterogeneous dataset is presumably representative of most large scale shotgun
proteomics datasets, it is still conceivable that for other datasets these conclusions do not hold.
Consider for instance repetitive measurements of a large number of very similar samples. Such
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a scenario might result in a situation where true single hits become exceedingly rare, redeeming
selection schemes that exclude single hits.
It is furthermore to be expected that the results of a pruning strategy benchmark differ with the
underlying protein inference engine. Our results for pruning strategies for “gene locus inference”, in
particular regarding inclusion of single hits, do not necessarily carry over to other protein inference
engines. One reason for different behaviors across inference engines are hidden internal procedures
to produce the final list of identifications. These frequently preclude to trace back the spectral
evidence supporting the individual protein identifications and therefore blur the concept of a one-
hit-wonder. To illustrate this point, imagine an (extreme) protein inference engine that internally
neglects all ambiguous peptide-spectrum matches (since it deems them confusing and misleading)
and in addition only reports the highest scoring match per protein. This inference engine would
solely report one-hit-wonders. It would though not be surprising to find these one-hit-wonders to
achieve reasonable protein FDR. In conclusion, we advocate to judge the usefulness of pruning
strategies anew for each combination of dataset and protein inference engine. This decision can be
made straightforwardly by means of the benchmark framework described and exemplarily demon-
strated in this study.
Our performance measure can be straightforwardly applied to benchmark a user defined set of
protein inference engine candidates. In this study we benchmark ProteinProphet and “gene locus
inference” including its selection scheme variants. The approach is, however, equally applicable to
a wide range of inference engines since the evaluation of the performance criterion is performed on
the list of (target-decoy) protein identifications. It is not strictly necessary to compare the same
protein inference engines as in the presented study. This study focused on many pruning variants of
a simple protein inference engine to systematically explore the impact of excluding specific protein
identification subsets. For many typical application scenarios the user instead relies on a small set
of (e.g. three) well established protein inference engines. This small set of inference engines can
equally well be the basis of such a benchmark. After having processed the mass spectrometrical
data with each of the considered inference engines, having filtered the protein identifications to
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achieve a user defined protein false discovery rate [29], their performance in terms of number of
true protein discoveries can be easily evaluated, see also Fig. 1. Depending on the application
scenario, the user might allow for a lower or larger number of false positive protein identifications
(lower or larger protein false discovery rate) to assess the performance of the competing inference
engines. By this means our approach enables the experimentalist to perform a benchmark and to
make a choice that are tailored to his application.
In order to ensure a fair comparison, competing protein inference engines should be comparable
with respect to our performance measure. Since our performance measure rewards large numbers
of correct protein identifications, the competitors should base their inference on a similar sized
repertoire of possible protein identities. This requirement is mainly ensured by providing the same
protein database to all competitors. However, it is conceivable that cases arise, where a protein
inference engine would be intrinsically disadvantaged if it were to infer less resolved entities, such as
exclusively gene loci, compared to competitors that could possibly report a larger number of higher
resolved entities, such as splice variants1. Furthermore it is necessary to ensure that the compared
inference engines map the underlying peptide identities to the repertoire of possible protein identi-
ties with a similar degree of parsimony. This requirement is related to the general difficulty (for any
statistical validation approach) to estimate the frequency of erroneous protein identifications that
stem from correct peptide identifications associated to the wrong protein. Comparing protein infer-
ence engines of varying degree of parsimony would therefore favor more generous approaches that
would generate more undetected spurious protein identifications. Most protein inference engines
effectively achieve sets of protein identifications that are either actually or at least practically maxi-
mally parsimonious and thereby of equivalent degree of parsimony. We have specifically shown that
both approaches compared in this study, i.e. “gene locus inference” and ProteinProphet achieve
practically maximally parsimonious protein identifications sets from the various considered datasets
and can therefore be sensibly compared by our benchmark approach.
For the protein inference engine benchmark, we optimize a tradeoff between identification sensi-
1Note that this example does not apply to “gene locus inference” as introduced here. Given unambiguous peptide-
spectrum matches, “gene locus inference” is well able to identify splice variants.
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tivity and specificity. Despite being appealing, this objective is not necessarily always suitable.
This is particularly the case where shotgun proteomics studies focus on a small set of proteins and
aim to make explicit or even resolve possible ambiguities, such as gene products of a single gene
locus. These cases necessitate protein inference engines like ProteinProphet [24] or IDPicker [37]
that provide a protein grouping functionality.
Our results have implications on guidelines for reporting lists of protein identifications. Such guide-
lines are typically designed to ensure the reliability of protein identifications. Currently, rigid rules,
like general exclusion of single hit wonders, are discussed to be considered for these guidelines. Our
study shows that for our datasets, lists of protein identifications excluding single hit wonders are
indeed very reliable, i.e. feature very low false discovery rates, though ignore evidence for many
true positive hits. Furthermore, our benchmark revealed that, for the studied datasets, accounting
for all spectral evidence of sufficient quality is the preferable inference strategy, since this approach
achieved the same reliability in terms of false discovery rates at a significantly larger number of true
positive protein identifications. Although this result is confirmed for diverse datasets, it is still con-
ceivable that other datasets might behave differently and therefore benefit from another inference
strategy. Our study exemplifies that reporting guidelines should not require protein identifications
to comply with rigid rules ruling out possibly superior protein inference strategies. Instead the
reporting guidelines should leave the choice of the protein inference strategy to the researcher and
only demand the resulting identifications to meet an objective reliability measure, such as false
discovery rate.
In the context of large shotgun proteomics projects aiming at extensive proteome coverage it is
desirable to (1) decide upon the experiments that are expected to produce the most informative
data, i.e. to most effectively explore a proteome [15, 5, 7, 8] and (2) to optimally evaluate the finally
acquired data, i.e. to optimally perform protein inference. The presented benchmark approach
contributes to the second step by generically enabling to choose the best protein inference engine
among those under consideration for a specific shotgun proteomics dataset under study. We apply
this approach to benchmark thousands of pruning strategies for protein inference for diverse shotgun
21
proteomics datasets. For all considered cases, processing of the data with simple protein inference
approaches and keeping all the spectral evidence achieves competitive proteome coverage.
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Figure 1: Protein inference engine benchmark schema. Tandem mass spectra are generated in
the course of a shotgun proteomics experiment. Protein identities are recovered in two
distinct steps, i.e. (1) peptide identification yielding peptide-spectrum matches and (2)
protein inference assembling peptide-spectrum matches to protein identifications. Op-
tionally, protein inference is followed by additionally pruning particular protein iden-
tifications sets, e.g. single hit identifications. We formally characterize these sets by
means of selection schemes to systematically study different pruning strategies. Protein
identification reliability is assessed in terms of (possibly local) protein identification false
discovery rates. Protein inference performance is measured by estimating the number
of correct identifications over a range of different protein identification false discovery
rates, thereby giving rise to inference engine characteristic response curves. Comparison
and ranking of protein inference engines is usually performed for a user defined protein
identification false discovery rate. Processes studied in this work are highlighted in red.
Specifically, these are (1) selection scheme variants of available protein inference engines
and (2) assessment and comparison of protein inference performance.
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Figure 2: Selection scheme illustration. Selection schemes aim to formalize the notion of selecting
the spectra more stringently for protein identifications evidenced by few spectra than
for those featuring more redundant evidence. Selection schemes characterize protein
identification subsets according to the reliability of peptide spectrum matches (PSM FDR)
and some property of a protein identification, e.g. the number of supporting peptide
spectrum matches (# PSM). Formally, a selection scheme specifies a series of peptide-
spectrum match false discovery thresholds m1,m2, ... and accordingly considers protein
identifications that for some i = 1, 2, 3, ... are supported by at least i peptide-spectrum
matches afflicted with false discovery rate of less than mi. (a) depicts the selection
scheme for excluding all single hit protein identifications and considering all other protein
identifications supported by at least two peptide-spectrum matches at false discovery rate
lower than some threshold. (b) depicts a more intricate selection scheme that allows
to consider single hit protein identifications as long as the respective peptide-spectrum
matches feature a low false discovery rate. With increasing support the spectral quality
requirements decrease.
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Figure 3: Local protein identification false discovery rate (FDR) for protein identification groups
characterized by either protein sequence length in amino acids PSL (specified by lower bin
boundaries) (a-c), number of peptide-spectrum matches defining the identification NS (d-
f) or peptide-spectrum match alignment type PAT (g-i). Each heat map depicts results
for dataset partitions of varying size (amount of cumulative experiments). Magnitude
of local protein identification false discovery rate is color coded as indicated. Certain
protein identification subsets feature more than 60 fold higher protein identification false
discovery rate than the underlying peptide-spectrum match false discovery rate (mFDR).
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Figure 4: Optimal pruning strategies with respect to expected number of true positive protein
identifications (# TP PID) at varying protein identification false discovery rate (pFDR)
levels. (a) Comparison of protein identification selection schemes. All optimal selec-
tion schemes (see text) consider all peptide-spectrum matches (PSMs) of sufficiently low
peptide-spectrum match false discovery rate (red). Two alternative selection schemes
are shown exemplarily. Selection schemes consequently neglecting single hits (green)
or solely neglecting single hits with nonzero uncertainty (brown). The response curve
of ProteinProphet is shown in blue.(b) Histogram of expected number of correct protein
identifications for all selection schemes at protein identification false discovery rate < 0.05.
The performance of the exemplary schemes and ProteinProphet are plotted according to
their color code in (a). While three groups can be discerned, the clearly detached top
group only considers selection schemes retaining single hit identifications.
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Figure 5: Optimal pruning strategies for various datasets. Expected number of true positive protein
identifications (# TP PID) at varying protein identification false discovery rate (pFDR)
levels are shown. Multidimensional fractionation high mass accuracy dataset for L. inter-
rogans (a) and S. pombe (b) sample. Selection schemes considering all peptide-spectrum
matches of sufficiently low peptide-spectrum match false discovery rate (yellow) effectively
achieve the performance of the optimal selection scheme (red). Two alternative selection
schemes are shown exemplarily. Selection schemes consequently neglecting single hits
(green) or solely neglecting single hits with nonzero uncertainty (brown) achieve signif-
icantly suboptimal performance. The results for ProteinProphet (blue) are competitive
with those of achieved with the optimal selection scheme.
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